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Editorial

I have often claimed that my personal motto
should be —

Semper in Excretum —
 Sed Altus Variat

  which, for the classically disadvantaged,
roughly translates as —

Always in the Poo — 
 Only the Depth Varies.

I don’t need an altimeter — a periscope and
sonar will do just fine!

This time I made a fair hash of the Postal
Scores, which several readers were quick to

draw to my attention.  There’s one good thing
about that — at least some people read some of
the stuff that gets written in Southeaster.

I have to say, though, that Dave Greer was
quick to appreciate the last issue — he’s always
been one of my staunchest supporters, both in
material and other comment — Thanks mate!

For those interested in why it happened, my
spreadsheet discards the lowest score for each
pilot, but I forgot to insert a zero for some pilots

 “. . . usual
  gang was
  there . . .”
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who didn’t submit a score for August, so the
computer (stupid thing!) discarded the lowest
valid score because it couldn’t see a zero
anywhere.  It would have sorted itself out with
the November scores, but people under-
standably like to see their current position.

*  *  *
I’m delighted to welcome Willem Hoek (of
old-timer model fame) to Harry’s column on
weekend happenings.  He was a little reluctant
at first but I hope that he will find it wasn’t too
painful and be prepared to add his few cents
worth on a fairly regular basis — after all,
Harry claims he can’t be everywhere and see
everything that goes on!

*  *  *
Our Chairman is quite unreal at times!  In the
process of discussing interference and how to
verify it, we saw (and were suitably impressed
by) the built-in scanner which Johan-the-Law
has in his Multiplex Tx.

That was on a Sunday . . . by Tuesday, Brian
had a working prototype and a few days later he 
had got it installed in a neat box with a rubber-
duck aerial, and we were checking what there
was in the air!

In fact, there was a claim that a crash had been
caused by interference and we were able to

state that we had actually been looking at the
display at the time and there was no sign of any
strange emissions.

He’s planning an extra feature whereby the
display records the peaks of all detected
emissions so they can be looked at later — the
display won’t have to be watched at all times.

Clever lad, our Chairman!

*
. . . and becoming quite well-known, too!

I’ve passed on two requests from overseas
people who wanted to use his motor articles in
publications or websites, saying that they were
impressed by the effort he’d put into them.

*  *  *
The Nationals are said to have been a great
success — the basic results appear opposite.  

I have been promised full reports for the
November issue . . .

F3B
1st Craig Goodrum 
2nd Michelle Goodrum 
3rd Chris Adrian

Open
1st Michelle Goodrum
2nd Paul Carnall
3rd Chris Adrian

RES/100
1st Izak Theron 
2nd Dennis Bird
3rd Piet Rheeders

2 Metre
1st Evan Shaw
2nd Dave Greer
3rd Conrad Klintworth 

F5J 
1st Dion Liebenberg
2nd Mark Stockton
3rd Gert Nieuwoudt

F3K
1st Alan Smith 
2nd Craig Goodrum 
3rd Stephane duPonsel
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 Teams 
1st BERG-1 

(Piet Rheeders, Evan Shaw, Gert Nieuwoudt)  
2nd ETB

(Herman Weber, Paul Canall, Dion Liebenberg) 
3rd Hornbills 
 (Volney Klintworth, Conrad Klintworth, Rudi King)

Juniors  
Conrad Klintworth 

Victor Ludorum  
Paul Carnall

Hard Luck Trophy
Fred Whitstock 
(Crashing more than his fair share

 of models and to top it all, the PA
speaker blowing over onto another) 

Evan comments — “Well done to all and a big
thanks to Groengoud for a great event. 

The F3K pilot featured below is Johan Beyers,
all the way from Cape Town.  

Nice to have people from outside Gauteng! 
And it’s always a pleasure to have the Sharkies
pay us a visit. 

PS. This time the Chickens * fed well on the
Sharks. That’s what happens when you
take a fish out of the water!”

Cheers 
   Evan 
( * For those a little slow on the uptake, this
refers to Evan’s home club, BERG, which,
contrary to popular belief, has nothing to do
with mountains (after all, it is in the Highveld!)
. . . it stands for Barnett’s Egg Radio Gliders,
relating to the farm on which they fly!)

My spies report that Johan placed 4th in F3K — 
well done!  I trust we’ll hear all about it!

*  *  *
With the SAMAA AGM due later this year, I
think there are some points members would
like addressed —

• What progress has been made on the
question of a more suitable Third Party
Liability insurance cover?
We have been muttering about insurance
for close to five years now, and while one
Committee member has admitted that the
existing policy “needs looking at”, another
has said that “we have a good policy”.
A good policy???  One which covers us for
“Asbestos Pollution” (not kidding!) and
which seems to be oriented more towards
model cover than third party.
What active steps have been taken?  Or are
we waiting for something to jump out of the 
woodwork?

• Why do SAMAA have to pay R 90 000 to
Aero Club for “affiliation fees”?
I understand that Aero Club — faced with
serious mismanagement charges not so
long ago — demanded a couple of hundred
thousand, but were told to think again!
What do members get for this affiliation?
Despite affiliation, MGA had to find a new
venue for meetings — “their” umbrella
body was demanding payment for the use
of Aero Club facilities for Association
meetings.

- - - o o O o o - - -
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  Reflections of The Chair

            Brian Mulder

Another month closer to Christmas!  Was doing 
some shopping the other day at my local
Checkers when I spotted a packer, unpacking
Christmas lights, trees and decorations.  Has
the year flown by or what?  

Ysterplaat  Airshow

At first, I had no real interest in going.  Seen one 
. . . seen ’em all — but then those three Mirages 
flying past my house once or twice a day for an
entire week, broke down what little resistance I
had.  I just love that crackling sound of
afterburner and decided to get that fix once
more.  My 8-year-old daughter decided she
wanted to come too, so off we went with some
friends.  

I must say it turned out to be one of the best
shows in years.  The static displays were really
good and the sheer number of people attending
was something to be seen.  Luckily, we went on

Sunday, which appeared to have had a lower
turnout.  Still more people than I had ever
seen at an airshow though.  

From a flying perspective however, there was
nothing that caught my attention.  The BAe
Hawk was entertaining enough and
surprisingly loud.  The Mirage F1 is always a
pleasure to watch and listen to and certainly
made up for the lack of noise the other aircraft
did not produce.  

The Shackleton finally managed to get off the
ground this year.  The last airshow saw it taxi
out to the runway and then return with a faulty
magneto or something.  Other than that, there
was the normal range of fixed wing and
helicopters strutting their stuff.  

In order to avoid getting stuck in traffic leaving
the ground, I decided to leave at lunchtime.  I
heard that shortly thereafter, a Boeing put on a
fantastic display, as did the three Mirages,
doing a simulated dogfight.  Pity I missed it —
would heave made my day!    

35 MHz Interfernce
As noted last month, concerns were expressed
about possible 35 MHz interference.  To try and 
get a better picture for myself as to what is

photos:    
Greg van Schaik

photo: André Swarts

photo: André Swarts
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going on, I decided to build a 35 MHz scanner.   
I hauled out my early prototype altimeter
telemetry boards along with some other bits
and pieces, which were sliced, diced and
modified.

In order to scan all channels, I needed to create
a synthesizer that could be programmed to
sweep the 35 MHz band.  The 35 MHz was a
bit of a problem for me as the existing circuitry
I wanted to use was not capable of going that
low.  The synthesizer chip would only work
from 50 MHz to 1 GHz.  I had to solve this
problem by synthesizing a 70 MHz signal that
was then divided by two to arrive at the
35 MHz I needed.  

The ‘divide by two’ was done with a simple
flip-flop IC that was used on an old frequency
counter project.  For the receiver, I used an old
60 MHz unit I had built many years ago.  The
front end was modified for 35 MHz and the
synthesizer injected into the crystal socket.   For 
a signal strength measurement, the IF amplifier
chip had what we call an RSSI output.
Basically it is an output voltage based on the
strength of any received signal.  This voltage is
not modulation dependant and reflects purely
energy being received.   Exactly what I needed. 

To finish off the project, I connected everything 
up to a small microcontroller PCB that I had
designed for use with a graphics display.  This
then allowed me to step the 35 MHz band in

5 kHz steps (about 2 seconds for a full band
sweep), taking a signal strength reading at each
frequency step.  

The voltage measured was then converted to a
vertical bar one pixel wide on the graphics
display.  

Turning my transmitter on resulted in a vertical
bar 2 to 3 pixels wide, indicating everything
was working as expected.  

I surprised myself (and John for that matter) in
that I was able to do the whole project in just
over a weekend! 

The first test came late the following Saturday
when Paul Rackstraw reported some strange
behavior with his electric Zoom.  

John and I met on the field late Saturday
afternoon and watched the small screen for
something like 45 minutes.  During this time no 
irregular activity was noticed, other than a
strong signal in the middle of the band.  This
signal turned out to be radiation from the
graphics display itself, of all things.  The only
way to solve this problem was to have a length
of co-ax between the antenna and receiver in
order to get some distance between screen and
the antenna — this worked well. 

The next day, saw a number of members arrive
at the field to fly.  I hooked up a fairly long
antenna and the two of us kept a beady eye on
RF activity.     

All seemed normal.  

Nothing irregular happening at all.

Later in the morning, Rob Franks launched his
plane and shortly after climbing out, went into a 
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spiral dive towards the ground — wings
fluttering frantically.  Seconds before the plane
even hit the ground, we are able to monitor the
scanner.  Nothing!!  No hint of any interfering
signal.  And the scanner had enough time to
scan the entire band whilst the aircraft was
heading towards the ground.  John and I were
more than convinced radio interference was
highly unlikely.  In fact, a later view of the
wings being ‘bounced’ up and down revealed
an unhealthy amount of rubberiness — a little
too much airspeed would then be all it took to
cause fatal flutter.   

Other than this unfortunate crash, no
interference was reported / observed that
morning.

Single Conversion Receivers
Now, one of the concerns I have had regarding
our popular single conversion receivers, is what 
RF activity is happening on the Rx “image
frequency”.  I think this is something to be
aware of, as it could be a major problem in the
future.  

My scanner was purposely set up (only a single
tuned circuit at the antenna) to allow the image
frequency to be received with minimal
attenuation.    Without going into the technical
detail, remember that your receiver also picks
up an image signal, which is 455 kHz away on
the other side of your local oscillator frequency.   
So if you are using 35,000 MHz, your local
oscillator frequency will be 35,455 MHz and
the image frequency will be 35,910 MHz.   

(Perhaps a little “technical detail” here might
make things clearer — I had several longish
phone discussions with Brian before I got it
straight!

Say your Tx sends out a signal on 35,000 . . .
your Rx creates a ‘local frequency’ of 35,455
and mixes the two.  This means that the next Rx
stage ‘sees’ four frequencies — 35,000 . . .
35,455 . . . 70,455 (sum) and 0,455 (difference)
— but only the 0,455 is able to get through (the
others are filtered out).

This is how the next spot, 35,050 is separated — 
35,455 – 35,050 = 0,405 which is almost 11%
below what the next stage will accept.

However 35,910 – 35,455 = 0,455 which will
get through.  Thus 35,910 is the “image
frequency” and is not good news to you on
35,000! JL)

If per chance your local oscillator is on the
‘low’ side (34,545 MHz) then your image will
be 34,090 MHz.  The front-end filter coils are
meant to attenuate these signals, but they are
not really that effective at doing this.   

Now the big question I have is this.  How has
ICASA dealt with this issue?  If they have
assigned other users from 35,5 MHz to
36,5 MHz, these users can and will shoot us
down if their transmissions are within reach of
our receivers!

I downloaded the latest document from the
INCASA website, called —

South African Table
     of Frequency Allocations.

I found this document via a search on ICASA

http://www.icasa.org.za/SearchResults.
   aspx?Page=91&Criteria=sabre
The document states that 34,175 to 35,0 MHz
has been allocated to —
     Mobile 2 MTX and 
35,5 to 36,85MHz has been allocated to —
     Mobile 3 BTX/MTX.   

I did a Yahoo search but found nothing
describing what this transmission format is
about.  Hopefully it is nothing serious, but if it
were, it might render our single conversion
receivers pretty much useless.  Need to try and
find out more about this format, but for now
will assume it is not a threat.

(Could it be that the (safe flying) future lies with 
dual conversion receivers only?  I believe that a 
statement in a recent SAMAA News to the effect
that “almost all modern receivers are dual
conversion” is absolute nonsense!  Only the
high-end-of-the-range sets are supplied with
dual conversion receivers and not many are
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bought separately on account of expense —
maybe this will have to change? JL)

As a side note, it is interesting to see that our
53 MHz frequencies are not even listed!  Only
wireless microphones have been allocated to
our precious 53 MHz band.  For RC, only
54,450 – 54,550 MHz is listed in the document.

In the meantime though, I will continue to
monitor the 35 MHz band with my scanner and
see what surfaces.  Unfortunately, it is not the
ideal tool for the job, and that problem is
currently being addressed with a new project I
am working on.  

Can you imagine a radio with no coils or tuned
circuits or filters outperforming a state of the art 
Ham radio?   I recently was given a small
7 Mhz receiver to play with that has blown my
mind!  It consists of three simple digital ICs, a
dual op-amp and utilizes software on a PC. 
This technology has been around for a while
but only recently taken off.   It is called
Software Defined Radio.  Simply put, the PC
software defines how the receiver performs.  It
uses the sound card for amplification, filtering
and demodulation.  I suspect it is only a matter
of time before this concept becomes a reality
for our RC receivers.

Receiver Comparisons
I was recently directed to a web site that had
some very interesting data being presented. 
The owner had gone to the trouble of testing
numerous receivers with a variety of tests in
order to determine the good from the bad.  

http://webx.dk/rc/RX-measurements/
        komplet-listen.htm

The results are more than a little fascinating and 
extremely informative.

The page presents data recorded for each
receiver along with photographs of the actual
PCB and components.    

To get an understanding of the tests carried out
and how it reflects in a real life situation, let me
explain each on a little more detail. 

Sensitivity
The sensitivity test is a straightforward one.
What is the weakest signal the receiver can
handle?  For outdoor use, we look for -100dBm
or better.  Looking at it from a voltage point of
view, we should be able to handle a 2,2 µV
signal or less.  These levels are what is required
for a typical full range receiver.

Bandwidth 
This is an interesting test and is designed to
simulate a plane flying over somebody else’s
transmitter, like what would happen in a hand
launch contest or at an indoor flying venue.  A
measurement is also taken that would simulate
typical flying conditions out in the open air. 

Ideally, the receiver should be able to maintain
its 10 kHz or less channel spacing over the
entire power range the receiver is meant to
handle.  That would be when the receiver is
right next to the transmitter to when it is at
maximum range.  For the technical, we refer to
this operating window as the dynamic range of
a receiver.    

Now here lies the problem.  The one
component that dictates this parameter is the
ceramic (or less commonly, crystal) filters

Rx
RF sensitivity

(dBm/uV)

Noise tolerance at
power wire

(for 50% jamming)
Channel width
at - 50 dBm

channel width
at - 70 dBm

JR R-600 2,5µV 74 mVpp 20,6 kHz 17,0 kHz

JR R-700 0,7µV 630 mVpp 67,3 kHz !!
Warning 23,5 kHz
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     R-600 Receive r     
top and bottom views show two filters —

white one just visible under black capacitor
and grey one marked 55J

               

      R-700 Receiver (right)   
 top and bottom views show one (white) filter 

being used.  These are those largish square
blocks (usually white) you see in a receiver. 
They work really great, but they have limits
before being overloaded.  Signals outside the
filter bandwidth are attenuated (squashed) only
so much.  A strong signal will contain enough
power to work its way through the filter and
into the receiver.  To solve this  we need a filter
that can provide more attenuation (more costly) 
or simply to use two filters in series.  

The problem is, not many receivers use
sufficiently suitable filtering.  

They typically have one filter and these can be
quickly identified in the table.   As you can see,
the JR-600 has two and the JR-700 only one . . . 
illustrated below . . .
   

Noise Test
The noise test is about determining how the
receiver is going to perform in a noisy

environment such as in an electric aircraft. 
Typically, noise gets into receivers by radiation 
from other electronic gear close by or via
battery and signal lines.  Certain types of servos 
can cause excessive noise on supply lines, as
can speed controllers.  

Hence, any design that is expected to work in
these harsh environments ought to have good
filtering in the supply lines going to the various
parts of the receiver.  

To test this, a 455 kHz signal is injected straight 
onto the positive supply line.  A receiver with
good power supply filtering will need a large
signal present before the wanted signal is
interfered with.  A receiver with poor supply
filtering will be affected by a small (low
voltage) signal.  

As can be noted, the R-700 receiver has far
better noise immunity than the R-600.   So,
based on this test and the bandwidth figures, the 
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R-600/610 is not the ideal receiver for an
electric aircraft.  The R-700 will be the better
performer here.  For DLG/HLG competition
though, then the R-600 will be the better
receiver. 

Or so it should be.  My personal opinion is that
these receivers have one major problem.  When 
a glitch is encounted, the receiver sends
garbage to the servos, causing unwanted
control surface movement, which is normally
full travel movement.  What I find strange
about this is that these receivers boast some
ABC&W Interference Protection system that
seems to be of no value whatsoever.  If they
could hold their last known position, then they
would actually be half-decent receivers.  

The other thing that bugs me about the R-610
and R-700 receivers is that the design is so old. 
The cost of a micro is almost nothing and could
transform them into something like the new
Hyperion receivers.  

Oh well . . . enough ranting!

Choose the Right Receiver
There is a growing number of new receivers
hitting the market, but based on the link
supplied, not all receivers are up to the task at
hand.  Even the data sheet supplied with the
receiver may not show the whole story.  If
somebody else had success with a particular
receiver, it does not mean you will.  Setups on
planes can make a difference.  Servo lead
layout and actual servos used can determine
success or failure. Do your homework and get
the best receiver you can afford.  

I am willing to bet that a fair number of
interference claims of late are in fact due to
lousy receivers!  

That should give you some food for thought —

          Brian
- - - o o O o o - - - 

253 Lansdowne Road, Claremont 7700
(not far from Kenilworth Centre)

021 - 683 2168
(Alan & Andy Imrie)

For all your modelling needs —
Radio Control Sets and accessories . . .

Boats . . . Planes . . . Helicopters . . . Gliders . . . Cars
Motors . . . IC and Electric . . . Fuel . . . Batteries

Plastic Kits . . . Tools . . . Advice
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 Competition Scene

         Harry S. Hawk

You lot should have flown the International
Postal this month, but between wind, some rain
and the Airshow, it just didn’t happen.

*  *  *
Ed Fox sent in some good pictures . . .

Herbert Brink
with a (dare I
say this?) much 
better-looking
J3 Cub  than
his old one . . .

. . . a young
newcomer with 
his Foxed . . .

 . . . and Mike Hagemann with his Foxed Cub.

*  *  *

Sunday the 24th Sept. saw a smaller than usual
crowd at the field in spite of the balmy weather
—— being a long weekend may account for it,
or maybe some members were at the
Oudtshoorn scale event.  Perhaps the 1:1 scale
show at Ysterplaat was a greater attraction!

Initially the very light breeze was all over the
place and flying was from the northern end of 
the field with early arrival Ed airborne off the 
bungee.  Later the wind settled more or less
in the NNE and a move was made to the
south end.

There were at least three Foxcubs aviating,
Ed’s, Mike’s (sans undercarriage) and Herbie 
had one in the air too, as well as a red and
yellow biplane that was doing some sharp
aerobatics.  There may even have been a

fourth example of what is proving to be a
popular small model from the Fox stable.  Ed’s
seems to fly the best — perhaps because it uses
lipos? 

None of the glider guiders on the winch were
present but a couple of Ed’s foam-wing gliders
were circulating, Bob’s and one other, as well
as a pretty yellow and white 2m soarer and
Wynton’s Big Bird. 

Dave was back from holiday and had his
electric glider up — not sure what it’s called,
and Willem flew his Playboy old timer and
Utopian  electric glider.  John’s Sagitta also got
in a couple of flights off the bungee and Keith
had his outrunner powered high wing trainer up 
successfully after an abortive takeoff in the
unmown area of the grass.  Large parts of the
field, including the whole of the electric flying
area, have had the grass cut — making takeoffs
and landings much easier.

- - - o o O o o - - -
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 Rosendal Slope Week 

Dave Greer believes this communication will
lose too much in the translation . . .

I received this note from Grobbie —

Graag wil ek met hierdie skrywe net ’n paar
dinge sê oor die week se vlieg.  Wat begin het
twintig jaar gelede met ’n agtermiddag vlieg,
daarna ’n Sondag vlieg en daarna ’n naweek
vlieg tot waar dit hierdie jaar tien dae van
vakansie vlieg was.

Baie dankie vir elkeen wat dit bygewoon het. 
Warren en sy manne van Durban, Jacques hulle 
van Nelspruit, Wally van Thabazimbi, die
Pretoriane, Johannesburgers, Bloemfonteiners,
Welkomiete, Ugie van Wolmaranstad en die
Bethlemiete.  In total was daar een-en-veertig
inskrywings!

’n Groot dank aan ons borge.  Jacques van Zian
Hobbies in Nelspruit het my gebel en
aangebied om twee gliders te skenk.  Hy het
dan ook met die ander borge geskakel en
sodoende het ons dan die volgende gekry —

Zian Hobbies - Jacques  -
   2 Brain Stormer glider kits

Cape Sailplanes - Mark -
   4 servos met ’n video

R.C. Impax - Deon -
   Keps

Baie, baie dankie aan Wally wat ook n groot
bydrae tot die hele week gedoen het.  Hy is die
een persoon waarop ek altyd kan staatmaak.
Baie mense het saamgestem dat ons dit die jaar
10 dae gaan maak.  Frank en Rudie King was
Donderdag hier.  Wally het my gebel en gesê hy 
is Saterdag hier.  Saterdag oggend bel hy my. Sy 
Kombie se enjin het gekalf.  Dit word nou
ingesleep. Volkswagen se mense is op pad, sê
hy.  Maar moenie worry nie, sê hy, hulle SAL
dit NOU regmaak.  Hy sê hy sal Sondagaand op 
Kroonstad slaap en my Maandag oggend sien.
En toe, Sondag oggend 3 uur toe hou hy op die
berg stil.

Hy het op ’n skou ’n ander stort gekoop en
saam gebring.  Dinsdagaand het die ou stort se
kraan geys en gebars.  Gou het ons die nuwe
een gemaak pas en was ons weer reg.  Hy het
ons die nuwe een geskenk.

Vrydag aand sit ons en gesels oor die tent en
noem ek dat ek dit oorweeg om ons eie tent aan
te skaf.  Dadelik sê Wally ek moet net n bedrag
noem.  Charl Viviers gee my dadelik R500.
Ugie sê die Traveling Malberries het R800 wat
hulle sal skenk.  Hy self sal die ander R200 gee.
Louis Roux gee R300.  Dit is sulke pelle wat
maak dat ek weer lus het om dit volgende jaar
beter te doen. 

Sonder julle sal dit net nie dieselfde wees nie.
BAIE dankie!!!!
       Grobbie

 Ryan Nelson laid way back on Rosendal Slope 
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 Maiden Flight of 5m Ventus 

Evan Shaw

Mike May has produced a 5 metre
Ventus especially for the Volksrust
weekend and I’m dying to see it fly. 

This is a project he started just 8 weeks
ago. Quite amazing when you consider
that he started with a foam blank for the 
fuselage from which he finally
produced a mould. Then out came the
fuselage and finally the wings were
produced from bagged blue foam. 

As Mike says, “Go big or go Home”
and that is certainly what he has done
here. Well done! 

We wish him all the best and may the
maiden flight end in the perfect
landing. 

Cheers
   Evan

A vampire bat came flapping in from the night, face all covered in fresh
blood and parked himself on the roof of the cave to get some sleep.

Pretty soon all the other bats smelt the blood and began hassling him
about where he got it.

He told them to bugger off and let him get some sleep, but they persisted
until finally he gave in.

“Okay, follow me”, he said and flew out of the cave with hundreds of
excited bats behind him.

Down through a valley they went, across a river, and into a huge forest.

Finally he slowed down and all other bats excitedly milled around him,
tongues hanging out for blood.
“Do you see that large oak tree over there?” he asked.

“YES, YES, YES!!!” the bats all screamed in a frenzy.

“Good!” said the first bat, because I damn well didn’t!”
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 F6D 

Mark Stockton

The way we flew F6D in Slovakia seems to be
an evolution of the rules that allows for a
specator-friendly man-on-man contest run by a
single person.

Roughly it works like this —

1 A 50m x 50m square is marked out with
barrier tape — this is the launch and
landing area.

2 A max is 3 minutes.

3 Pilots are split into groups of around 5 or 6.

4 All pilots within a group launch at the same 
time (as per all-up-last-down), or within 3
seconds of each other.  Anyone launching
too early or too late is disqualified.

5 The loser of the round is the pilot who
lands first, and he is eliminated.

6 As soon as the first pilot lands, a 30 second
count down begins.  Any pilots who have
not landed in the 30 second window, as
well as any landing outside the demarcated
area, are also eliminated.

7 Once groups have been reduced to 3 pilots,
they are merged to create a new set of
groups.

8 This process of elimination continues until
only a single pilot remains.

We had a contest with about 12 competitors on
the fly-off day, and it was finished within about
30 minutes!

- - - o o O o o - - -

(Never having heard of F6anything, I asked Mark for some more information . . . JL)

• The models used are any F3K legal models, 
typically having a maximum wing span of
1,5m and a weight between 270 and 320g.
Provision would be made for up to 100g
ballast for windy conditions.  
Lots of the competitors in Slovakia used
smaller Nemos, but the conditions were
very much min sink and they where killed
by the larger F3K models. 

• The whole “F6” category is a group of
competitions for the World Air Games.
Some of the competitions include Extreme
aerobatics with electric shock flyers.  The
“D” component is for hand launched
gliders.  All the tasks are designed to
maximise value for spectators, and this has
certainly worked for F6D.  There was an
amazing buzz from the spectators — in
particular I remember the semifinal in
Slovakia where I very narrowly lost to Jim
Monaco.  There was a lot of oooing and
aahhing from the crowd.

• To further elaborate on the tasks, the one
flown in Slovakia (and the one I plan to
introduce here one day when the wind
drops below gale force), has another
complete level of simplification where the
scoring has been dropped and the pilot with
the worst flight is eliminated every round
(described above).  
I believe this is the brainchild of Tomas
Bartovski.  This works very, very well, so
well that you could fly a complete contest
in well under an hour!

•  It is definitly possible to get a 3 minute max 
from a DLG.  In fact with the F3K Nats this
weekend I expect the winner of most tasks
will not be the person maxing (as there will
be lots of them), but the pilot who manages
to re-launch quickest, thereby maximising
working time.  
On Saturday evening Alan Smith (our
equivalent to Phil Barnes (just younger))
was launching my 310g Tabooish in fairly
dead, yet buoyant conditions and we were
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getting around 2 minutes — dead air time!
Now imagine a new generation 220g high
aspect ratio glider that is launching even
higher!  At some stage we will have to look
at moving the maxes up to 5 minutes . . .

• One of the reasons the task works so well is
the restricted launch and landing area.  This
keeps the competitors close together and
makes the event much more exciting.

•  An interesting side note about F3K gliders
is that gram for gram they must be by far the 
most complex and technically evolved
gliders available anywhere.  The glider that
won the US Poway International event had
4 wing servos all using RDS drive.  I’ve
managed to produce kevlar / carbon / glass
fuselage pods for the Tabooish that weigh
only 19grams as opposed to 23 grams for
the commercial version.

• As local availability of models go, both
Anton Coetzee ( GUS) and myself
(Tabooish) produce component / semi kits
or ARF models to order.  Cape Sailplanes
bring in the Blaster and Mad Models the
Long Shot  and Radina, all of which are
excellent models well capable of winning.

• As radio equipment goes, it is vital to use an 
Rx with excellent range, as this will be put
to the test in what can only be described as a 
hostile environment (lots of carbon, long
ranges and often very close to the ground).
Normally I use a Schulze 5 channel Rx in
my primary model.  I’m also very, very
happy with the Jeti Rex5 Rx.  My vote is
still out on the small GWS Rx.  As servos
go, I’m testing Dymond D60 on flaperons
as both JR and GWS do not seem to be up to 
the task.

For more information on building, flying etc
there is a wealth of information on RC Groups,
I can also recommend Paul Natons Radio
Carbon Art DVDs, available from Mad
Models. 
As you can probably tell, I’m very passionate
about F6D, and F3K in general and thus would
really like to see the discipline develop in this
country.

Regards
    Mark

Sitting together on a train, travelling through the Swiss Alps, were a
South African, an Australian (both guys) a young blonde lady, and a
little old lady.  The train goes into a tunnel and a few seconds later
there’s the sound of a loud slap.  When the train emerges from the
tunnel, the Australian has a bright red hand print on his cheek. 
No one speaks. 

The old lady thinks — That Australian must have groped the blonde in
the dark, and she slapped his cheek. 

The blonde thinks — That Australian must have tried to grope me in
the dark, but missed and fondled the old lady.  She slapped his cheek. 

The Australian thinks — That South African must have groped the
blonde in the dark.  She tried to slap him but missed and got me
instead. 

The South African thinks— I can’t wait for another tunnel, so I can
smack that Aussie again.



 Slope Report 

Sandy & Wessie 

Sandy writes —

The wind has not been kind this month — there
have been a number of good northwesters, but
they have been around mainly during the week,
when I have not really been able to sneak away
from work for a fly.  The wind always seems to
swing to the SE on the weekend, and I have
been to Red Hill a few times, to pretty low lift
conditions, where the wind just did not get to
the Hill despite the rest of Cape Town
howling!!  One weekend was good — it started
out bad, and I was considering calling it a day,
when the lift suddenly came up and we had a
great time doing scorching speed runs with the
Aldijs, I am sure if we had the radar gun that
day we would have clocked over 100mph.  
All of a sudden my Aldij  experienced some
extreme flutter — sounded like a car engine and 
scarily loud — so I backed off quickly and
gently brought her round to land.  When I got
her down, I found that the one entire outboard
wing section had been fluttering as the carbon
rods I use do not fit as tight as they could, and
there is a little play — also my one aileron
hinge had been a little damaged when I dropped 
out in rotor on Signal Hill one day, and the tip of 
the Aileron was not sitting flush — even though 
I had put tape over the top to help it!   

Since then Kevin has re-hinged it for me, but I
feel a little nervous of the huge speed runs now.

Then we had a couple of bad Saturdays on
Signals, where the wind was quite southerly,
and was swinging round Lion’s Head and then
up the slope.  Flying was possible but it was
very scratchy — with most people flying right
nearby, so they could dash for the top when the
lift disappeared completely.  

Sadly Arrie lost the wing of his brand new Solo
when he had a mid-air with a Bee being
launched, once again pointing out the need for
everyone to call out their intentions and follow
the rules when flying!   John also had a disaster,
when he was DSing his new home made hollow 
moulded plane, which was stunning, and had

the wings fold on him — the fuselage acted like
a dart and landed a good 80m away from the DS 
site.  He then had another disaster a couple of
weeks later, when he took his eyes off his other
plane for a moment at Red Hill and when he
looked back it was gone — he could not see it at 
all — so there is a black-and-red moulded plane 
lying somewhere on the hill — if anyone finds
it, they can please let John know . . . or TOSS,
or AFC . . . and we will make sure it gets back
to him.

*  *  *
Registration for Hermanus Slope Weekend is
now open from here —  

http://www.atlanticfc.org.za
AFC are planning on holding a 3-day event this
year, and are hoping to make the Friday more of 
an events day, with events such as Combat
Pylon racing, Limbo, normal Pylon and others
being discussed.  Don’t forget — We call on all
slope (and flat field) glider pilots to bring along
all your old gliders for a final fly (or not,
depending on condition) at Hermanus, and then 
we plan to donate them to Hartmut’s Youth
Development program before we leave.

              Sandy
*  *  *

Wessie writes —

Well folks, it seems like my “slopers
anonymous” membership is in real danger of
being reviewed, as I have found little time to
sneak up to the hill since taking up ownership
of a local Hobby Shop.  It seems that the old
adage is true — “When you work for yourself,
your boss is a slave driving bastard!”

(continued on page 18)
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 The Supra — part 2 

    The Spar Caps & Wing Joiners 

Gert Nieuwoudt

Spar Caps 
The wing spar will consists of a web in the
centre, made of balsa and foam, with carbon
fibre runners called the “spar caps” and the
whole lot is then covered with fibreglass with
strands running at 45 degrees.  

The spar caps are used on the top and bottom of
the wing spar to provide the tensile and
compressive strength for the wing spar system.
Taking into account the length of the wing and
thickness, this is one of the critical areas for
failure.  I have found in the past if the total spar
weight can be kept low then the wing total
weight will be low. This will also determine
what type of launch you can achieve before
failure, a fine balance! 

The original plan calls for prefabricated tapered 
carbon fibre stock.  However, this is very
expensive if you have to import. I use
uni-directional carbon fibre tape, and make my
own roughly tapered.  Obviously I compromise 
by doing so and it may be not of a similar
uniform strength and weight, but hey! I am
building a toy plane on a limited budget.  

Now, I am not a structural engineer, so I use
“What Looks Right” rules and previous
experience (not a lot) to determine how much
carbon is enough and how much I put in, so do
not ask for quantities . . . 

In previous attempts I found it difficult to keep
the tows straight when I vacuum the spar caps.
The reason for vacuum curing is to force most
of the unnecessary resin out.  I made a jig from
aluminum square tubing and flat bar.  I cover
the surfaces exposed to resin with packing tape. 

This jig is also used later on to assemble the
spar accurately in a short time.   I wet out the
carbon and put it in the jig with a piece of foam
on top and in the bag.  Takes about 15 minutes
— next day you remove and put in the next one.  
Six days later you have 6 spar caps , top and
bottom for centre section and top and bottom
for each wing tip.

Wing Joiners
The wing joiners are used to plug the tip panels
on to the centre panel.  Due to the fact that the
Supra  has the joint way down along the length
of the wing, the joiners can be small as they will 
see less stress than if it were a centre wing
joiner at the fuz.  

I use 3/8" carbon rods.  If you cannot get any
locally, you can make your own from carbon
tow.  

For the tubes I use brass tubes which fit tight
over the rods.  If you want to save a few grams
you can make the tubes from Kevlar.  
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Taking the easy route as always, here is my
method to create a joiner for the 5 degree
dihedral.  

• Print the plan for the “bend” from the
Supra plans and paste it to your working
surface.  

• Put a piece of clear plastic on top of it.  

• Take two pieces of aluminium angle and
bend in the middle to conform to the 5
degree bend on the plan.  

• Screw the pieces of angle to the work bench 
on top of the plan.  

• Use some clay to build a dam inside the
angled channel.  

• Place your brass tube inside the channel
(remember to plug the ends!).  

• Mix some resin with carbosil and pour into
the channel. 

• Wait till next day and remove angles. 

The piece can now be sanded to fit between the
spar caps and cut in 2 pieces, one for centre
panel and one for tip panel side.  Obviously you 
need to do this twice.  Takes about 30 minutes
on two days.

Building a few composite parts 
You need a few carbon parts to complete your
model.  All these parts are made easily with
simple moulds.  First up is the Elevator
V-mount and platform.  There are a few
variations on this but I found my version to
work well.  Simple but effective.  

I simplified the platform a bit and on my
previous Bubble Dancer  and on Supra it
worked perfectly and is more than strong

enough.  The weakest point is the thread of
elevator hold-down bolt.  I use a small piece of
kevlar now inside the fin around the bolt thread
to try to improve.  I have read that the guys
install a blind nut on the moulded version.  

With left over carbon and resin I make a flat
piece to be used later for the rudder horn.  The
parts come out very light and strong.

Tools
The tools you need up to this point are normal
workshop hand tools, including a pair of
scissors to cut the material, clamps, packing
tape and foam to make moulds and a fridge
compressor to do the vacuum. 

A picture is worth a thousand words, so I have
more photos — let me know if you need more. 

Next is the wing . . . 

Cheers
   Gert
PS I hope I can finish this before I have to pack 

up my workshop for the move to Secunda.

- - - o o O o o - - -
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 Analysis of the Supra 
author unspecified but passed on by John Godwin via Dave Greer — Thanks!

Recently there were posts in the MGA group
about the superiority of the Supra in Thermal
Duration flying.

It might be worth looking at some of the base
principles of its design.

All other things being equal, and of course they
never are, you can make the following
assumptions about a particular glider and
launching process —

• The still air launch height is proportional to
the reciprocal of the weight.

• The sinking speed is proportional to the
square root of the weight.

In terms of numbers, this means that at twice
the weight, the glider will launch to half the
height.  And at twice the weight the glider will
have a sinking speed 1,4 times greater.  So if the 
still air duration is 5 minutes, at twice the
weight the still air duration will be about 1,8
minutes.  This is a large difference.

Comparing the Supra at 1,8kg with a similar
aircraft at 2,5kg, the still air duration will be 1,8
times less.  Or instead of say, five minutes, it
will be 2,8 minutes.  Wow!

It’s important not to take these numbers too
seriously.  On the flying field many other
factors come into play.  But they do emphasize
the importance of low weight; or rather low
wing loading, on TD performance.

There is always another side to the coin, and in
this case it is the matter of penetration.

Once more, consider all other things to be
equal.

The flying speed for best gliding angle is
proportional to the square root of the weight.
The gliding angle will be the same, it will just 
occur at a higher speed.  Again think of this in
terms of numbers.  If the speed for best L/D is
50 km/h, at twice the weight it will be 70 km/h.
This effect is important on windy days and for
searching the sky for thermals.

Another factor in penetration is Drag.

The Supra has been designed as a very low
drag machine.  The aerofoil sections are
designed for low drag.  The fuselage is slim.
The intersections between the fuselage and
wings and tail are clean.  The dihedral angles
and vertical tail size are optimized for circling
flight.  It is of reasonably large size to get it out
of a difficult Reynolds number regime.

Altogether a very well designed aircraft.

So what are the lessons?

Perhaps not surprisingly there is not much new. 
Use the best available technology to reduce
drag.  Light weight is of prime importance but
allow for ballast for windy days.  Build larger
rather than smaller.  And finally, get the biggest
most brutal launching equipment / people the
rules will allow.  

There ain’t no substitute for launch height!

- - - o o O o o - - -

(continued from page 15)
With less and less time to fly, I thought it proper 
to hand over the reins to someone who spends
WAY WAY more time on a hill than me.  It
happens that it all works out for the best
anyway, as Kevin Farr, who gracefully
accepted his role as slope reporter, belongs to
the “TOSSers”, so the reports will carry a nice
North / South flavour from now on.

Good Luck Kevin, I know you will do a sterling 
job.  For the rest of you, don’t count me out, I
have indeed registered on the AFC site for the
Hermanus event, and I’ll see you on a hill
somewhere, sometime . . .
           Wessie

- - - o o O o o - - -
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 Bill Vos Handicap #6 — September 

Dave Greer

Blimey, the September round looked almost
more contrived than the stewards’ fiddling of
the Schumi-Alonso battle.  We now look
forward to an October final round with Allan
Schumi only 2 points behind leader Warren
Alonso, with John Coulson only a further 11
points back! 

The excellent tie between Allan and John for
first place saw an immediate re-audit but, yup,
the pair each managed the exact same 10:05
and 1 metre when facing each other in the
second round matrix. 
The meagre thermals fitted in to narrow bands
limited by the inversion layer and made for
some interesting low level scratches, which
hurt both Brad and Paul when having to
scramble for home on the landings.  Warren
also had the Cobra  spiral in from a low level
scratch on the last round, fortunately with little
damage, although this may well be attributable
to a worn wiring harness.  Warren’s electric F5J
did a pre-contest death spiral, as well, which
put paid to that championship.  On the upside,
he did an excellent job of coaching John Wright 
and the Spirit in the tricky conditions, with an
encouraging victory over more fancied
opposition and Don’s similar Spirit. 

Dennis and his Esprit  were going for gold with
1000s in the first two rounds but got below the
critical level in the last slot, to become another
victim for the similarly armed John Coulson.
Brian hung in well with the flat winged aileron
for the first two rounds, as well, but also
succumbed to iffy conditions in the third round.
The post contest last round of F5J electric, saw
Brad snatch defeat out of the jaws of victory by
braking instead of blip throttling on landing
approach and handing that slot only to Paul,
much to the chagrin of caller Allan, who was
quite enjoying viewing the challenge up to that
point.

If yours truly might be permitted some venting
of the spleen after his worst Bill Vos round ever
. . . an excellent pair of old fashioned tear drop
glasses had served so well since 2001 but one
expensive and unneeded foray in to “modern”

specs last year had seen the new “fashionables”
tossed out then.  Unfortunately the trusty 2001
tear drops were smashed recently, only to find
that the prescription for same had been tossed
out by the optician as well.  The current fad
demands little pokey rimless lenses at obscene
cost, which simply have insufficient space for
useful tri-focals and mean a tiny corridor of
vision, but one allowed oneself to be bullied
that way for a second time round . . . Kinda
lived with being painted in a corner for couple
of months for cars, whilst not flying, but a
weirdly inversion induced hazy first flying day
with these horrors turned into a bigger
nightmare than Corfu in 2000.  The sky was
bright, despite the haze, and the lenses went
pitch black.  

As the aircraft disappeared, heading upward in
the turn, it would reappear outside the narrow
corridor of vision and mean much twitching
around of the head to move the tiny sweet spot
to where the plane was hoped to be.  All this for
someone who flies by following the tail of the
aircraft.

— Bill Vos #6 —
 1 John Coulson 3000 Esprit
 2 Allan Sneedon 3000 Graphite

 3 Warren Butler 2827 Cobra
 4 Dennis Bird 2754 Esprit

 5 Paul Boswarva 2698 Supra
 6 Tim Potter 2531 Graphite
 7 John Wright 2419 Spirit 2m
 8 Brad Conlon 2342 Ellipse-3
 9 Brian Fanning 2305 Sagitta-A
1 0 Dave Greer 2236 Esprit

11 Don Slatter 1149 Spirit 2m

— Peter G F5J —

1 Brad Conlon 2961 Graphite 2m
2 Paul Boswarva 2882 Graphite 2m
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There are two kinds of pedestrians — the quick and the dead

Picture the scene — 50 white guys chasing a black guy
through the trees and across a green meadow . . .

A hundred years ago it would have been the Ku Klux Klan . . .

Today it’s the PGA!

One never hears anything
good whatsoever about
these modern tortures and
the fashion guru who
invented them clearly does
not wear glasses and should 
be force-fed them all!  

After 10 grand down over
two years, one faces having 
to purchase another pair of
single focal lens “hobby
glasses” to cope, something 
bloody irritating after the
success of the similar
tri-focal option in the
oh-so-comfy, wide sweet
spot, but not fashionable
tear drops that won a Soar-J 
very first time out. (Of
course, rusty flying did not
help, either . . . ;-) 

In closure, some of the past
stalwarts had suggested a
self induced break from
competition rigors for some 
free thermalling for
themselves.  

Given that the current
leader board is to be found
playing at the field on most
other Sundays, it obviously
behooves one to actually
make use of these other two 
or three free Sundays per
month . . . ;-) 

- - - o o O o o - - -

 — Bill Vos Handicap Cumulative —
best 4 Jan Mar Apr Jun Jul Sep

1 Warren Butler 3935 1000 930 1000 957 978 942
2 Alan Sneedon 3933 872 995 928 977 961 1000
3 John Coulson 3921 830 925 996 1000 855 1000
4 Dave Greer 3866 912 987 0 967 1000 745
5 Tim Potter 3644 0 1000 913 87 887 844
6 Brad Conlon 3613 966 934 782 931 725 781
7 Paul Boswarva 3596 932 462 815 599 950 899
8 Dennis Bird 3483 0 888 0 769 908 918
9 Fred Wittstock 3373 747 892 905 639 829 0

10 Ross Henderson 3265 843 832 755 835 0 0
11 Brian Fanning 3030 805 707 0 750 0 768
12 Don Slatter 2865 816 440 825 0 784 383
13 John Wright 1429 0 0 0 0 623 806
14 Paul Munn 1388 0 0 0 531 857 0
15 Ryan Nelson   (j) 1032 917 0 115 0 0 0
16 Sheldon Macglone 982 0 512 470 0 0 0
17 Tim Russell 822 0 0 0 822 0 0
18 Adrian Baker 816 0 0 816 0 0 0
19 Simon Nelson 635 635 0 0 0 0 0

 — Peter G F5J Electric Cululative —
best 4 Jan Mar Apr Jun Jul Sep

1 Brad Conlon 4000 1000 1000 1000 998 1000
2 Paul Boswarva 3222 643 606 0 1000 973
3 Warren Butler 2833 959 936 938 0
4 Sheldon Macglone 1283 823 460 0 0
5 Simon Nelson 933 0 933 0 0
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 Highveld Thermal League #4 — 
      BERG — 10th September 

Lionel Brink

What a cracker of an event!   Glorious weather
conditions, great field, excellent organisation
and an incredible spirit from everyone,
contributed toward one of the best HTL events
this year!  
Following 10 months of intense practice with
the F3J team (i.e. read as “no flying”) I was
finally able to put my hands onto the sticks
again and I thoroughly enjoyed myself — a
sentiment echoed by most people on the day.
Just over 20 pilots from in and around
Johannesburg converged on the BERG field to
compete in the 4th HTL event of the year.  With
the league still being closely contested, this
event was critical to those wanting to improve
or consolidate their rankings.  Some marketing
hype the week before had seen entries rapidly
flow in so that a frequency matrix could be
completed in advance.  A flurry of activity from 
Piet Rheeders saw the finishing touches to his
timing program (automated CD) and this was
put to full use on the day.
The early morning wake-up and rushed last
minute packing of the car all turned out to be
worthwhile when we were greeted by a well
laid out field.  The weather report predicted a
light breeze from a northerly direction, and the
only time it ever swung that way was when
there was a massive thermal directly behind the
flight line.  By my record, that makes it a 100%
failure for the weather service this year, as I
once again bemoan their lousy predictions.
However, the nearly cloudless sky, and the
awesome arrival of spring on the Highveld

heralded a return to factor 40 sun block and
frequent trips to the water cooler for
refreshments.  The weather was absolutely
perfect for gliding and throughout the day I saw 
a number of models needing to be flown
strongly downwards to make the 10 minutes
rather than the scratching we have had in some
past events.  Ever impressive, were the Tsotsis
which were easily thermalling with the bigger
Open and RES100 models.  With the light
breeze, even landing the 2 channel models was
going to be comparatively easy — maybe we
would see an upset of results for the first time
this year and possibly see an RES100 or 2m in
the top three placings?  I was very keen to see
how the day would turn out.

Based on consultation with BERG, we decided
on running a matrixed event, with the 15
minute working time slots interspersed with
1 minute “preparation time” breaks.  The
10 minute duration task could easily be
accomplished stress free under these
conditions, and those that launched early in the
slot, often elected to re-launch before 5 minutes 
were up to maximise more prominent lift areas.  
The twist was with the percentage-scored
landing circle — land within 1 metre of the spot 
and the pilot was awarded 20% of his flying
score — a potential max of 720 points.
However, in 5 metre steps thereafter, the
landing percentage was reduced in 5% steps
until 15 metres, after which landings were not
counted.  To answer the inevitable question
“what difference did this make” . . . minor, with 
no one person affected by more than 2 places in
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their ranking, but a poor landing or poor flight
time, was obviously penalised to a greater
extent than the traditional FAI “onion ring”
approach of 5 point steps per metre.

* 
We started the pilots briefing at 09h00, with
everyone being pretty much accustomed to the
overall format of competition.  Even the brief
explanation of the percentage landing score
was accepted quickly as most people were keen 
to get into the air.

The first slot started at around 09h30 and after
that Piet’s CD kept us 100% on track, which
was only interrupted for a 30 minute lunch
break and again for a minute or so to change
batteries for the inverter.  
The first 2 slots saw relatively soggy
conditions, but a number of maxed flights soon
verified that lift was available, but required
some work.  
By the second round everyone had settled into
the rhythm of the event, the lift was far stronger
and more frequent, with the majority of scores
seeing good 9 min 50 sec plus flight times . . . 
but how evasive were those landings!  Was it
just me, or did someone keep on moving the
field every time I came closer to the spot.  Eish!  
I eventually gave up using the “landing”
column on the pre-printed score sheets and
concentrated on conservative flying and not
breaking too many models — I thought that this 
would make for a strategy that was rather
“different” from my past banzai landing
attempts.  
I was very fortunate to make friends with a
resident thermal early on, with Wolfgang
calling it the “Brink luft” corner after a round or 
two of consistent lift at nearly the same spot.  At 
one point Michelle called me to the
diametrically opposite corner of the field, but I

continued on my “known” path and maxed the
duration task with relatively little effort.  Bliss! 
Even Craig noted that we were reading the
conditions well, which (almost) made up for
our horrid landings.
The varying wind direction made the launches
a little challenging, and particularly after lunch, 
swings of 180 degrees were common with
thermals passing overhead — SA Weather
Services take note . . . this was almost exactly
opposite to the predicted wind direction!  

The 15 minute working time window did allow
for some sandbagging, but most people were
keen to look for lift in the first 4 or so minutes
and re-launched if necessary to max.  Just
before lunch we experienced some soggy
conditions again, with one or two slots
struggling to record maxes.  During lunch a
small whirlwind blew through the field and
Evan’s blue Tsotsi wing was sucked upwards
rather rapidly.  The ensuing chaos of watching
papers and lunch trays being blown around /
chased across the length of the field had a
number of spectators crying with laughter.  

Unfortunately, during his first round Gordon’s
model made an unplanned arrival far from the
field, and the resulting damage saw him out for
the day.  But other than a few broken linkages,
that was the only casualty that I noted for the
day — a pleasant change from the massacre at
Midrand during HTL #2.  

Most teams operated very well within the 3 slot
round and with everyone supplying alternate
frequencies, there were no clashes.    The only
problem with the organisation was when I
accidentally entered Rodney on 35,170 MHz
— electing to fly on the now “vacant” 35,040
spot myself.  So guess who had the only
frequency clash of the day — fortunately
alleviated by the peg-off approach and some
co-operation between the two of us.  Apologies
for my mix up, Rodney.

It was obvious early on that Craig Goodrum
was in good form and he was maxing most of
his rounds with good landings, but Michelle
was definitely not standing back and was
showing the rest of the field how it was done. 
Not to be outdone, Rodney was also putting in
an excellent show with his usual flair for fast
landings.  Current “leader of the league”, Paul,
had a slow start with his first 2 rounds, but was
soon on form with maxes for the rest of his
rounds.  
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The pilots from ETB were looking amazing
good — to single out a club as the most
improved would not be difficult, as ETB
members are becoming a consistent feature in
the top places at competitions.  

Izak, Paul and Dion appeared to have very little
separating them and the final scores reflected
their consistent good form.  In fact, the top 6
positions of Open class were all separated by
less than 200 points — which is indicative of
the closeness of this type of competition in
good weather conditions.  Piet was the only
RES100 entrant, but placed a close 7th overall
through some excellent flying, with only his
landings detracting from a potential higher
overall ranking.  Peter Karner showed everyone 
a clean pair of heels, and dominated the 2m
class by almost 500 points over second placed
Charl.

When the 6th round was finished (just before
15h00!) the scores were quickly captured,
verified (I had to fix a small error in the original
spreadsheet regarding the round by round
normalisation calculation), and after scratching 
for change, prizes were awarded to the
deserving top places just before 15h30.  

Sitting with members of the BERG club
afterwards I had to admit that I was not nearly
as “exhausted” as I usually am after these
events due to their level of organisation &
assistance from everyone.  
Everyone seemed to be in high spirits and were
optimistic about the proposed changes to the
2007 league —
1 Monthly league event, to be held on the

first weekend of the month at a different
club (MGA to market and administer, club
to organise field setup and CD)

2 The 4 Postals to be included as separate
events, flown to Postal rules (6 minutes
duration) and drawn from the official
Postal score submissions (remember to
specify the model class)

3 Medal, badges, and stickers to be
investigated for marketing and “branding”
of the event

Thanks to the BERG club for the use of their
field and also to Evan, Piet & the many
members of BERG who all made the
organisation far less onerous and turned this
into such a pleasant event.  Special thanks to
everyone who attended, either as a pilot or as a
spectator – you make this league special & the
reason why everyone we enjoy participating.

 Too many beans for lunch — 
 good landing though 

Open RES 2m

1 Craig Goodrum 5000
2 Michelle Goodrum 4958
3 Rodney Goodrum 4918
4 Izak Theron 4868
5 Paul Carnall 4860
6 Dion Liebenberg 4859
7 Piet Rheeders 4835 5000
8 Peter Karner 4730 5000
9 Mike May 4617
10 Peter Moore 4552
11 Lionel Brink 4398
12 Charl Viviers 4286 4530
13 Wolfgang Steffny 4134
14 Rudi King 4095 4328
15 Herman Weber 4027
16 Craig Barker 4008 4237
17 Chris Karner 3968 4194
18 Peter Joffe 3906 4129
19 Evan Shaw 3413
20 Tony Roberts 3127 3305
21 Heinrich Nothnagel 3050 3224
22 Chris McNeil 2647 2798
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Mark Williams

fax 021 - 554 0097 083 430 1275
info@capesailplanes.com

Graphite 2 F3B

span 3100 mm
wing area 64.5 dm2 
length 1515mm
ballast  tube built in
glass version 1920 g carbon 2100 g
F3J extra light version (kevlar) 1800g
wing airfoil MH-32 V-tail, ailerons, flaps

              R6870

Simply Cool — DLG
span 1400 mm  wing area 21 dm2 

length 1120 mm  flying weight  300 g 
airfoil  mod SD7037 mod

elevator / rudder
             R 1995

AVA F - Flapped Version
span 3200 mm  area 73 dm2 

length 1620 mm  ballast tube included 
glider 1020 g  electric (7 cells) 1800 g 

airfoil AG24/AG25/AG26
ruder, elevator, spoiler 

            R 5395

Blaster DLG

 New Colours
 in stock!

span 1495 mm  
area 24 dm2 length 1150 mm

  flying weight  300 g 
airfoil AG45/AG46/AG47  

elevator, rudder, flaperons      
            R  2495

Jazz — F5B

span 1800 mm  area 33,5 dm2 
length 985 mm  flying weight 650 g

airfoil RG15 - 8%
ailerons, elevator, motor

            R 2350
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Present —
Evan Shaw Charles Flee
Volney Klintworth Malcolm Siebert
Piet Rheeders Lionel Brink
Ilma Stockton Stephane du Ponsel

Apologies were received from —
John Monk Izak Theron

Approval of the Minutes of the Previous
Meeting was proposed by Evan, seconded by
Ilma and accepted.

Treasurer’s Report — Volney Klintworth
Volney provided the latest financial situation,
reflecting budgeted and actual figures.
It was noted that the R5,000 promised by
SAMAA to the MGA SIG had not been
received.  Evan to raise this at the next SIG
meeting.

Portfolios feedback
F3J – Piet Rheeders
Piet officially thanked the team for their
representation of the country.

It was noted that Ilma’s Junior team report,
Lionel’s WC report and Team de-brief report
had been received.
Ilma provided a detailed breakdown of
expenses, re-emphasising the de-brief request
for organised sponsorship towards these teams.

Ilma provided a motivation letter for “F3J tow
men” colours.  Also noted that Mark Stockton
provided additional motivation regarding this
for the 2006 F3J WC tow-men.  It was agreed
that F3J cannot be flown unless dedicated tow
men are used, and that the FAI officially
represent these positions in the team as per
other disciplines that have had colours awarded 
for team positions.  Ilma to highlight FAI

references and provide information to Evan
before the 12 Sep SIG meeting.  These must be
ratified by SAMAA prior to 5 Oct for inclusion
in this year.
It was noted that the 2006 Awards Dinner is to
be held at Rand Airport, tables for R2,000 to be
booked & seat 10 people.

F3B – Charles Flee
No news received from the provinces and noted 
that the first trials held at GGGC were
considered successful.  The GGGC club and
support team to be commended for their effort.

It was noted that only 3 replies were received
regarding the request for objections to
finalising the 2007 F3B WC team by October
2006.  Charles to request explanation from
those against this.

F3K – Stephane du Ponsel
Concern was raised that individuals with
DLG/HLG gliders do not appear to be
participating in events although popularity over 
the past few months is definitely increasing.
Kits manufactured in SA are now availible
from Anton Coetzee(Gus II) and 
      Mark Stockton( Tabooish) 

League no.3 has been cancelled due to bad
weather
It was noted that two juniors (Conrad & Kurt)
recently started flying F3K too.

Slope Soaring – Izak Theron
Evan noted that there was an incident at the
Rosendal Slope Weekend, were two frequency
boards were accidentally in operation resulting
in Norbert’s ASW being lost to interference.  
Ricky Mitchell to write a report of this, but
provisionally clubs recommended to formally
nominate a single safety representative and that 

 Minutes of the 
   MGA Committee Meeting 
     held on Thursday 7th September 

(It should be noted that this is a condensed version of the Minutes for the information of readers.
It has been edited where practicable and should not be regarded as the Official Version. JL)
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pilots briefings to be scheduled to ensure
centralised control.

Juniors – Ilma Stockton
It was noted that F3J WC juniors were to appear 
on SABC 2 at 16h30 on Thursday 14 Sep.
Postals – John Lightfoot
Revised Postals scores received.
Rule 2a further explained – that only when a
club is unable to fly the first two weekends of
the month, can another weekend be elected so
that a score may be entered – 2a may not be
used to improve on a poor score.   Noted that if a 
club had flown in any of the first two weekends
of the Postals month, that 2a could not be
applied.
G2K –  John Monk
3rd round completes at the end of Sep

F5X – Malcolm Siebert
Malcolm noted that work commitments would
prevent him from continuing with this portfolio 
in 2007.  Evan to canvas for replacements

Achievement Badges – Evan Shaw
Evan to forward latest list of badge requests
(approx 6 received from KZN)
HTL – Lionel Brink
Lionel noted that 3 successful events had been
held so far in 2006, and full league results had
been published reflecting this
A proposal was made to expand the HTL to
include additional events, and also to improve
the marketing aspect of this event; including
cloth badges, award medals, and possibly
stickers. Charles provided some design ideas
and Lionel to follow this up.
Evan noted that League results could be
published with promotional aspect in advance
of HTL #5 scheduled for VMG.

Reports of Regional Delegates
Gauteng –  Lionel Brink
The F3J team returned from Slovakia after a
very trying event that sapped everyone’s energy 
levels. 

A lot was learned and hopefully can be carried
forward for the benefit of future pilots in SA.   A 

post event team de-brief was held and
recommendations were produced for future
teams, predominantly aimed at providing the
team(s) with more focussed preparation time
and also reducing the stress load on pilots,
particularly just prior to and during the event.
The team also requested that F3J Tow Men be
considered for colours, as this type of
competition would simply not be feasible
without dedicated individuals.

Since the last report, the HTL #3 event was held 
successfully at WHRF, and an F3K event had to 
be abandoned due to the weather at MMS.
The list of previous HTL winners has a gap
between 2001 & 2005 – and still nobody
appears to know who these individuals were. 
Also the trophy for the erstwhile Low-tech
class has disappeared.  At this time only the
Open & 2M trophies will only be engraved with 
the 2001 & 2005 winners’ names.

The matrixed approach used at WHRF was
very well received, with a 15 minute open slot
format providing for a relaxing & enjoyable
event.  

Excellent weather conditions, with a rather
unpredictable and constantly changing wind
direction resulted in a very close competition,
with Craig once again just outflying Mike May
and Chris Adrian.  
The unknown risk of frequency clash due to the
proximity (approx 3,8km between field
boundaries) of GGGC had to be dealt with in a
heavy headed fashion by SAMAA, and the
subsequent Nationals hosting by GGGC
appears to have assisted in expediting the risk
assessment.

Some discussion has begun re improving HTL
for the 2007 season —

• 1 event per month (except Postals) all
counting towards the league score
individually

• 4 Postals events scored separately towards
the league

• Nationals no longer included in overall
league score
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• Cross-over scoring (e.g. 2m qualifying for
RES100 & Open) to be stopped and
replaced with Overall Position for
comparative purposes

• Suggested that 15 min working time 1 min
prep time matrix approach adopted

• Still to suggest that 10 min max flight time
be adopted (zero landing score thereafter as
for F3J)

Three HTL events held to date, MMS Open,
F3B team trials and F3K League all providing
reasonable grounding for glider pilots in
Gauteng.  With the change of format in HTL
and the minimal club organisational
involvement required, it was hoped that more
clubs could be exposed to these glider events.

Pilots to be advised that a carrier signal on
35.080 MHz was detected at GGGC and
suggested that this be avoided at GGGC and
WHRF until further notice.

Western Cape – John Lightfoot
Noted that the windy Cape was living up to its
name and precluded all but the most hardy from 
flying Thermal

A report of suspected interference was
received, but further details not provided
John noted that his previous attempts at having
F3J tow men accepted for national colours had
been rejected.  Ilma to contact John to identify
reasons for this.

Kwazulu Natal – Don Slatter
Concern raised about potential poor attendance
by KZN pilots at Nats.
August was not a great month for thermal
soaring in KZN — the weather was not
conducive to good times and very few people
were able to achieve decent scores in the
Postals — Local or International.
Round 6 of the BVMT was postponed until 10
September 2006 to allow interested parties to
participate in the Rosendal Slope weekend.  In
future we would prefer not to have to make this
kind of change and have requested the second
weekend in September 2007 for this event.

The local lads would like to know when the
new regulations pertaining to proficiency

ratings will be finalized and when they will be
implemented.

It would seem that very few (if any) KZN
people will participate in the National Gliding
Championships.  It would appear that some of
the regulars have other commitments.

Transformation & Development
Ilma noted that country wide road show would
be undertaken shortly.

Nationals – Malcolm Siebert
Entry forms have been sent out and to date 4
replies have been received

Jury being recruited.  Noted that Rodney to be
contacted by phone.  Dave Greer still to
confirm.  Wolfgang, Volney & Peter contacted.  
Dion Liebenberg & John Monk to be
considered as alternates.
Franci dealing with catering

Helpers have been invited (Evan suggested that 
other clubs be approached too) and these will
be fully catered for.  Evan to assist with setting
out the field on Friday prior to the event.
Charles agreed to assist with scoring

Peter to be approached for certificates

Programme has been provisionally drafted,
Evan to provide a short “welcome” paragraph
Malcolm to CD events, Evan to CD F5J when
Malcolm participates.

Matrix to be included as a loose flyer in
programme for all pilots.
Braai to be held on Sunday bight – Malcolm to
advertise this.

Malcolm to identify and provide pilots briefing
re safety areas/no-fly zones. Evan suggested
that individual be appointed as safety officer to
deal with this diplomatically – Franci delegated 
as part of his Field Manager role

Welcome pack to include name tags

Badge to commemorate the event in
development
Forms, score sheets, Tx control forms, etc., to
be printed
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Tx control and peg board to be used

Jean busy with trophies – Malcolm requested
R2,000 as budgeted from MGA for this.
Portable windsock arranged for event

Farm liaison addressed re watering and
harvesting schedule
Additional security guard to be arranged for the 
duration of event

ATC to be notified as per F3B event
Gazebo arranged for helpers and CD

Helper schedules to be provided (share
workload).  Evan volunteered Heinrich &
Gordon for helpers

Classes discussed and agreed —
F3B and Open TD, RES100 TD, 2m TD, F3K,
and F5J)

Stephane to arrange marketing of F3K prior to
Nats (allocated 6 x 28 minute slots).  Likely to
follow FAI format, but may consider F6x
format as a fun event too (lack of numeric
scoring precludes inclusion in Nats).
Organisers to call next slot / pilot to the ready
box prior to preparation time to reduce delays

Timekeeper “captain” to record all times and
provide scorer as per “writing pad”
List by matrix order for speed rounds,
timekeeper to buzz after launch when exiting
circuit

Malcolm noted that generally the event
organisation and management is under control.

F3J Worlds — 
  De-brief, Report and Future Events
De-brief report submitted.  Noted that more
time required for team to prepare and hence
selection to occur sooner in year.

Also noted that Junior team requires dedicated
manager/chaperon.
Full team requires dedicated slave/mommy
role to cater for food, washing, etc.

Request that future tow men be included in
colours as it is not feasible for pilots to be
competitive without dedicated individuals, and

also FAI rules require two-tow men.

F3B — Team selection and future events
Nats to be used as #2 qualifier.  Trials may be
moved forward to Oct to provide more time for
team to prepare

Proficiency Ratings
Proficiency and Instruction framework drafted.  
Emphasis is on ensuring that the beginner pilot
is provided with sufficient training regarding
safety aspects and solo ensures that pilot is
reasonably safe without instructor present.  

It was noted that this framework is for gliders
only — does not provide cross-over aspect and
assumes that other RC disciplines are same. 
For example, this prevents a helicopter being
winch launched into the ground ;-)

Retrospective clause agreed – but pilots will
still need to apply for Solo

No changes proposed to achievements badges.
Evan to forward to SAMAA for ratification

Fundraising
Charles noted that he and Andy Keil had
previously formed a promotions company that
specialised in raising funds for sport
teams/events.  Charles to provide a proposal to
the MGA regarding this.  Noted that WC
debrief suggested that a commission /
percentage based scheme be allowed for
incentive purposes

2007 Calendar
Evan explained basis of 2007 calendar – 
TD on first weekend, break then F3x events /
clinics on 3rd weekend.

Requested to move F3J qualifier events to
14 April 2007 (ETB to be approached), June
Nats (KZN) and Sept for trials to ensure
sufficient prep time (GGGC)

The next meeting will be on

23rd Nov 2006
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